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General market overview: 

Global equity markets started the year with positive sentiment. The European debt crisis that had 

begun unfolding during 2011 seemed to have moderated. U.S. economic data began to show signs 

of improvement and emerging markets appeared set to drive global economic growth. In March, 

however, sentiment deteriorated, and market volatility increased. The situation in Europe turned 

grim as austerity measures – especially those imposed on the peripheral euro members in order to 

calm debt markets – hindered economic growth, threatening the region with another recession. In 

China, a sharp slowdown in the country’s economic activity remained in focus, and its potential 

impact on global demand continued to worry investors. Despite these macroeconomic challenges, 

equity markets gained towards the end of the period as statements from monetary authorities 

raised expectations of coordinated action to boost liquidity. Early in September, the European 

Central Bank announced a new bond purchase program to suppress Italy’s and Spain’s short-term 

borrowing costs. Subsequently, the Federal Reserve initiated a third round of quantitative easing, 

and the Bank of Japan expanded and extended its asset purchase program.  

 

Against this backdrop, the Canadian equity market, as represented by the S&P/TSX Composite 

Index, returned 5.1% year-to-date. Eight of the ten GICS sectors ended the quarter with positive 

returns, led by health care and consumer discretionary, which were up 20.5% and 17.3%, 

respectively.  

 

Canadian investment-grade bonds, as measured by the DEX Universe Bond Index, returned 3.7% 

year-to-date. Canadian interest rates remained at historical lows, while the Bank of Canada hinted 

that it would keep a rate hike on hold for the foreseeable future. 

 

Fund Performance: 

Year-to-date, the Fidelity Canadian Asset Allocation Fund was behind by 0.4% by comparison to 

its blended benchmark index. Investments among Canadian equities, particularly in the energy 

and consumer discretionary sectors, detracted from relative performance, while issue selection 

among investment grade bonds added value. Elsewhere, the Fund’s exposure to U.S. high yield 



 
 

and convertible securities added value as credit-sensitive securities benefited from the improved 

risk sentiment spurred by global monetary easing. Currency hedging activities related to foreign 

denominated fixed-income securities in the Fund contributed to performance as the US dollar lost 

value relative to the Canadian dollar. 

 

Fund’s positioning: 

During the second half of the year, the lead portfolio managers increased the Fund’s exposure to 

equities and reduced exposure to cash on the theory that investor risk appetite should rebound in 

the near term due to new rounds of quantitative easing by central banks worldwide. However, the 

Fund continues to hold less exposure to Canadian stocks relative to the benchmark: an economic 

slowdown in China could result in lower demand for global commodities and negatively affect 

Canada’s resource-heavy equity markets. Exposure to fixed income remained consistent: the 

Fund is slightly underweight in investment-grade bonds and continues to hold a small position in 

credit-sensitive sectors such as U.S. high-yield and convertible bonds.  Despite strong U.S. 

corporate fundamentals and below average default rates, the lead portfolio managers reduced the 

Fund’s exposure to U.S. high-yield bonds on the view that valuations in the high-yield market 

have approached fair value and that capital appreciation may be limited.   

 

Portfolio managers’ outlook: 

Notwithstanding a short term rally in equity markets, lead portfolio managers Derek Young and 

Geoff Stein remain cautious. Despite relatively stable growth, external risks continue to weigh on 

the Canadian Economy. The portfolio managers continue to position the Fund with less exposure 

to Canadian equities relative to the benchmark: Large exposure to commodities and other 

economically sensitive industries make the Canadian market particularly sensitive to 

macroeconomic slowdowns. In addition, peaking consumer debt and real estate activity levels 

remain a concern, hence the Fund’s underweight exposure to financials, particularly to Canadian 

banks. The managers are also cautious about Europe and expect ongoing volatility given the 

tenuous situation in Greece and continued strain on other peripherals such as Spain and Portugal. 

A deeper- than-anticipated European recession and/or failure to contain the European debt crisis 

remain significant risks to the portfolio managers’ outlook. 

 


